
Nicholas Harpisfeld
Clerk of the Signet, Author and  Murderer.

LIVIA  VISSER-FUCHS

Wrytyng to  theyrc  sygnet
Aswell  beyond  the see as on  thys  syde,
Doyng my servyce  aswell there as  here,
Nat sparying for to go ne for to ryde,
Havyng pen and inke  evyr  at my syde,

Redy to acomplysshe theyre  commandment,
As truly as I coude to theyre  entent
And in their  servyce  I spendyd all my youth,
And now in  pryson  throwen

George Ashby, ‘A Prisoner‘s  Reflections,  AD 1463'I

NICHOLAS HARPISFELD could have written these lines about his career in the
service of Richard, Duke of York, and Edward IV, and his imprisonment, but he is
not known to  have  composed any verse;  his fame, such as it is, rests on prose. His
known  oeuvre  is very small and can hardly be called literary, but it was amazingly
successful. Written in French in May 1471, Nicholas’ one attempt at narrative was
copied, translated into three languages, plagiarised and quoted, as well as edited
with illustrations during his lifetime, and re-edited and reprinted until today.z He
himself was probably unaware of this  success,  but he would have agreed  that  the
events he witnessed and recorded merited such attention,  just  as his own life, too,
was eventful and worthy of Investigation.  3

Nicholas’ literary fame was made possible by his background: he probably grew up
in France. His father is likely to have been the Thomas Harpisfeld, esquire,‘ who
was granted ‘a tenement  with a  little ruined house  next  to it, and another ruined
house with  a  garden’ in Harfleur by Henry V  in  1419  5  as one of those Englishmen
that  the town was  ‘stuffed’ with.6 Like  many soldiers and settlers at the time
Thomas may have  been a young man in his twenties, unmarried and prepared to try
his fortune overseas.7 In his  case  there may have  been trouble at home over the
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family lands (see below). He is not heard of again, and this lack of mention may
mean  that  he enjoyed his French possessions in peace, at  least  until Harfleur fell to
the French for the first time in November 1435. His sons would have grown up in
Normandy, perhaps going to Caen university founded in 1432.8

The  next  generation of Harpisfelds is found in the service of Richard, Duke of
York, and the family fortune becomes closely linked to  that  of the Duke and his
sons. In  August  1445  Jehan  Harpefyld, serviteur  de  treshault  et  puissant  prince,
man  tresredoubte  seigneur, monsieur  le Duc de  York,  lieutenant general  et
gouverneur  de  France  et  Normandie  stated that he has received payment for  a
journey undertaken at the Duke’s command from Rouen to England to ‘Lord
Scales and other ambassadors’.9 Harpisfeld had been  away for almost  a  year, 24
September 1444 to 13 August 1445. Events during this period included Henry VI’s
mam'age by proxy to  Margaret  of Anjou in November, and her arrival in England
and coronation in the next year. York’s own activities at the time are not well
documented. His lieutenancy was to run out in September-1445 and because of the
truce with France he was ‘left with little to  do’.‘° It is not clear what John
Harpisfeld’s mission was, but he was apparently part of York’s French
administration and stationed at Rouen.

Nicholas Harpisfeld  - John  may have  been his elder brother" —  first appears in
York’s service in 1460 as one of the Englishmen close to the Duke during his short
stay in Ireland where he was busily rousing support and sympathy for his cause.'2
For his loyal and diligent service Harpisfeld was made chancellor of the green  wax,
chief remembrancer of the exchequer, and clerk of the rolls of the chancery of
Trim." At the same time he was granted leave of absence for a year to ‘go and
attend on’ the Duke ‘when it would please His Highness to pass to England’.
Harpisfeld’s life in Ireland may have been hazardous: in April 1460 another
servant of York was murdered" and not long after Nicholas was rewarded because
of the ‘great personal dangers’ he had faced and for his ‘unremitting prudence and
industrious service’ to Edward IV and his father in England as well as Ireland.ls

Nicholas returned to England  with  York in September 1460, to be an eye-
witness to  some  of the military events and rapid political  changes  that  followed.
For him they turned out very well: not  only did he enter the service of the new
king, Edward IV, he also came back to some of the lands his family had owned for
generations.

The Harpisfelds had held land from the Abbey of St. Albans since at least the
time of  King John." Prominent members of the family were John de Harpisfeld,
knighted with Edward, Prince of Wales, in 1306, and his grandson, Thomas de la
Mare, who became abbot of St. Albans in  1349.  From the middle of the fourteenth
century there were Skinners, spicers and corders of the same name in  London;
some of  them  still had St. Albans connections. It is impossible to establish which
branch of the family inherited which lands and who actually owned the house
called Harpisfeld Hall,” but it is likely that in 1394 the main possessions -_ though
probably not the Hall  —  had  passed  to John de Harpesfeld, son of John. As the
younger John was an  ‘idiot’ from birth the keeping of the lands and their owner
was granted to a servant of Henry V, absent  in France and unable to  look  after his
charges.” The  younger  John died without any heirs in  1429  — or so the abbot of St.
Albans, John Whethamstede, claimed — and  some  of the lands at  least  returned to
the  abbey by escheat." For thirty years and more the confused ownership of the
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lands was contested. During the abbacy of John Stokes (1440-51) a young man
came forward to claim the inheritance of John de Harpesfeld, but  —  as the abbey
records triumphantly recalled — he was ‘strongly resisted’ by the  abbot  and died
before he could make good his claim.10 Was this the pretender, John Harpisfeld,
who wrongly disseised the  abbot  circa  1442  and was fined ten marks?2l Was he
also one of those who forcibly entered the same lands in 1449?22 And who was he?
It is possible  that  this was the  John  who had served — or was still serving —  the
Duke of York, the brother of our Nicholas. The long absence of his branch of the
family may have  put him out of touch with the situation at  home  and  made  it
difficult for him to substantiate his claim. His father, Thomas, may actually have
gone  to make his fortune elsewhere because of confusing and frustrating family
problems caused by the idiocy of the heir.

It appears  that  Nicholas was later accepted as the rightful owner: in 1463 the
lands were confirmed to him by the  abbot.” By that  date  his position at court and
his closeness to the King no doubt .greatly enhanced his credibility vis-d-vis  a
notoriously meticulous and grasping landlord.” It is possible Harpisfeld’s success
coincided with his escheatorship of Essex and-Hertford (see below). Problems
persisted, however: at the end of  1484  Richard 111 had to order a new inquiry to be
made into the rights and wrongs of ownership and the claims of the abbot.25

In 1500 Nicholas’ eldest son and heir, John, petitioned the chancellor for a
subpoena  to be served on the  abbot  of St. Albans to produce all the deeds he held
concerning ‘divers londes and tenementes called Harpisfeld, in Harpisfeld’. John
did not know whether they were ‘conteyned in  chest  nor  box’ but his plea was
successful.“ He was one of the last Harpisfeld owners of  these  lands.”

Nicholas himself had other property besides  what  he could recover of the
family inheritance. In 1464 he was granted a moiety of a manor, a  tenement and
another manor, together  with  many acres of arable land, pasture, meadow and
wood in the hundred of Braughing, Hertfordshire, as well as an inn called ‘Le Belle
in 1e  Hope' in the parish of St. Mary Strand, two cottages and a  house  in St.
Clement Danes, and a tenement ‘in Walbroke’; these London properties included
shops and gardens.“ By 1468 he also owned property in ‘Croschepyng’ street,
Coventry,29 and in the course of his life he had several grants and annuities  (see
below).

Clerk  of the  Signet
Nicholas first appears as a clerk of the Signet on 6 November 1461, signing a Latin
warrant for the privy seal at Westminster.30 Whatever the nature and length of his
service  to Richard of York he was apparently qualified for the work. Throughout
the rest of the year and the  next  his signature occurs alternately with  those  of his
colleagues Croft,”I Bele,32 and, Herbert,” and, as far as the surviving sources allow
of any conclusions, it appears to occur more  often  than any of theirs.“ These  four
men had all started writing for Edward  IV’s  signet at the same time, at the
beginning of the reign. By March 1463  they had  been  joined by a colleague signing
himself  ‘Blakeney’; the name was new but he was an old hand in the  office,  having
started  his career before 1443.”

In spite of the survival of  many of the documents  that  these five men signed
during the years of Harpisfeld’s clerkship it is impossible to establish the  exact
routine of the Signet as far as the actual writing of each  text  and its signing are
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Nicholas Harpisfeld’s professional signature, from  BL Ms. Add. 38,510, f.90. It is
clear why a French  copyist  read this as  Marpisse.  By permission of the British
Library.

concerned. In the case of the warrants to the privy seal — the most complete and
helpful source  — the  text  of the warrant itself is frequently not written by the man
who signed it, but sometimes it does appear to be in the same hand. The signing
must have  been done by the official who took responsibility for the form and
contents of the document, whether he had written it himself or not. At times it may
have been  convenient for purely practical reasons  — haste, absence or indisposition
of other clerks  — to' do the basic work'oneself.“s

Nicholas and his colleagues were the ‘iiij clerkes, sufficiaunt  writers of the
kinges Signet under the secretary, eteing dayly in the kinges hall’; they followed
the King around on his journeys with ‘a litell cofer in which the kinges warrauntz
and billez assigned and other lettres and remembrances be kept’,’7 and were
occasionally part of overseas embassies in the retinue of the King’s secretary.”
Their closeness to the King from day to day must  have  enabled  them  to gain
favours  for themselves and others, but there is little  actual  evidence  that  they did
so.39 There is one minor instance that  suggests  a personal, slightly officious,
interference by Harpisfeld in the administrative process. On 21 November 1464 the
King put his sign manual to a warrant to the great seal containing instructions on
the insertion of  a  number of words in  a  patent letter produced almost a fortnight
earlier, on 9 November. These words and where  they were to be inserted were
given in great detail, and it was added that if necessary a  new patent letter with the
insertion should be made. The warrant itself  also  has a meticulous insertion
between the lines.“ The correction to the patent letter was duly- made and the
surviving enrolled copy has the words added in over the line exactly as asked."
Such  corrections to letters  that  had already gone out are  n'ot  unknown but raref’z
what is interesting and revealing here is that the patent  letter  concerned an
extensive grant to Nicholas Harpisfeld himself: the words. to be inserted specified
the identity of the man“3 whose  forfeited property was to go to him and he was not
risking material loss  that  might be caused by squabbles over legal niceties.
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Emoluments  that  Harpisfeld received during his time in the signet office
included  a  gown of violet in grain, presumably part of his annual liveryf‘a the office
of escheator of Essex and Hartford, 14634;“ and a grant of  £40.“ During these
years the problems about the family lands were resolved  (see  above); it was  a
prosperous and active period of Harpisfeld’s life, his travelling around  with  the
King may have  been the reason why he was probably still unmarried.“7

Author
As far as can be  seen  all clerks of the signet at the time  were  able to write  both
Latin and English, and probably French as well. There is little sign of
specialisation, but there are indications  that  Harpisfeld had an active command of
the French  language which  was appreciated. In the  series  of  Signet  warrants  to the
privy seal from November  1461  to August  1471  -  the period of Nicholas’ service  -
there are only two surviving ones in French: one was signed by Nicholas, the other
bears  only the sign manual but may be in his hand.“ More mysterious is his signing
of a transcript of  a  patent letter in French on 15  August  1467. It concerns  a  renewal
of the personal alliance of friendship that  Edward IV and Charles, Count  of
Charolais, had concluded on 23 October 1466.” The patent letter  itself  must  have
reached Charles, by then  Duke of Burgundy, but the transcript, identical as far as

text, subscript and signature of the clerk of the crown in Chancery, Ive,’o are

concerned was  also  elaborately signed  N. Harpisfeld. It has to be assumed  that  this
was a copy for the use of the  King or his secretary, authenticated by Harpisfeld,
whose knowledge of French was considered sufficient to  check  such an important
document."

During 1470 Harpisfeld remained close to the King. In July he signed one of
the warrants  which  described the Earl of Warwick as ‘our traitor and rebel’ and on
the  17th  he was  with  Edward at Windsor.  John  Blakeney is known to  have  been
with  Edward at Ripon as late as 18 August, signing the last  datable  surviving
warrant of Edward’s first reign.‘z What happened to these men, who must have
been so well informed about the  political  situation, during the next few months
when  the  tension  between the Earl of Warwick and Edward IV came to a head, can
only be guessed from later events. On 20 September Blakeney made his will; it is
very brief, leaving everything to the care of his wife.53 It is unlikely he was in in
extremis, he was merely preparing against every eventuality. Whether Harpisfeld
was sufficiently worried to do the same is not known,“ but two weeks later he
probably found himself on the  Dutch  island of  Texel, having fled  with  the King
from Lynn on  2  October. He  must  have travelled  with  Edward through Holland to
The Hague, which they reached on 11 October.”

It may be assumed  that  Nicholas  continued his secretarial duties during the
King's wanderings through Holland and Flanders, writing or supervising Edward’s
correspondence  with  potential allies abroad and supporters at home, such as the
letters to the Duke of Brittany and the Earl of Northumberland.‘6 In February, while

in Bruges, he signed the  patent  letter in which Edward gave special privileges to
the small town of Middelburg in Flanders.”

Harpisfeld’s  knowledge of French may have made him  a  useful agent in other
matters during the  King’s  exile.  Both  Edward and Richard III were to remember
his ‘good service in Holland’ and ‘in adversity’. There was no occasion to record
the  events  of October 1470 to February 1471, but at the end of May, when Edward
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Secretaries at work ‘in the field”.  Miniature  in  Jean  dc  Wavrin‘s  Chronicles  of
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Gallery MS.W 20L H47. By permission of the  Walters  Art Gallery.
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was back in England, having regained his crown, Harpisfeld produced  a  report of
all  that  had happened in that eventful ‘period of eleven weeks’." The French  text  of
this report, meant only for the eyes of the Duke of Burgundy, was finished at
Canterbury on 28 May, and echoes the  official  language of the signet office, formal
and stilted —- even God, when He is mentioned for the second time, is referred to as
‘our  said  blessed Creator’ — but it is also not very different from the simple,
straightforward narrative of contemporary chroniclers  without  high literary
pretensions such Jean de Wavrin or Jean DuClercq. Harpisfeld’s purpose was the
same as chairs  — to give  a  favourable but above all  factual  account of his prince’s
doings  -  and his language was the  same. There is  a  propaganda element but it is not
strong, and it is overshadowed by the need to give the facts, facts that were
propaganda enough in themselves as they clearly showed how God in His wisdom
had favoured the house of York. The account was rounded off by a  peroration  that
still breathes the  relief  of Edward’s servant, celebrating the King's  good  policy and
the  peace  that  would now prevail ‘to the joy and comfort of his friends and allies
and the confusion of his  enemies’.

The account, together with other documents and  a  covering letter, was taken to
the Duke of Burgundy by Piers Curteys,  a  member of the royal household who
served Edward in  many ways, especially from  1471  on.” To Charles the report was
useful and he had it widely published to prove to his subjects what a trustworthy
ally his brother-in-law of England was and how right he had been to support him.
Once  made public Harpisfeld’s newsletter found its way into several chronicles, in
Latin, French, Flemish and English; it was considered sufficiently interesting to be
copied  and illuminated by professional scribes; it became one of the major
historical sources of the events, both to contemporaries and later; it should have
earned its maker  some literary fame but he was outshone by those who plagiarised
him and his name forgotten as it became separated from his work.

Murderer
It is not known where Blakeney had spent the period of Henry VI's  readeption. No
other clerks of the signet are recorded as having done service in Holland.

As far as can be  seen, work at the signet office had been resumed by 5 June
1471, only a few days after Harpisfeld’s letter was written, and the signatures of
Herbert, Harpisfeld and Blakeney re-occur on signet warrants (Croft is not heard of
again). From 12 to 17 July documents were signed at Windsor but no others
survive until early September. It is certain, however, that  both Blakeney and
Harpisfeld spent  August  at Windsor Castle with the King. On 21  August,  around
5 o’clock in the afternoon, some  controversy between the two men reached its
climax: Harpisfeld drew his dagger, attacked Blakeney and, striking him to the
heart, killed him instantly.

In spite of the apparent detail of the report made by the coroner of the king’s
household,“o we do not know whether the deed was done, for example, under the
influence of too much wine, while  ‘eating in the.  king’s  hall’, or under the stress of
working overtime in the signet office. Is the cause of the quarrel to be sought in
personal antagonism, political differences or professional jealousy? In  View  of the
long period that the two men had been working together the last possibility is the
most  likely."

Harpisfeld was in grave danger: the crime had been committed in the King's
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household, the victim was not only a royal servant but well connected. On Friday
23  August  the' coroner’s inquest was held, Peter Hows, the recently appointed
coroner of the verge,62 probably sharing his duties with  a  county coroner of
Berkshire." There can have been no doubt  that  Harpisfeld was guilty.“ He was
indicted in the coroner’s court and imprisoned; his trial took place at an unknown
date and when he had-been convicted on the verdict of the inquest, he claimed
benefit of clergy,65 the right to be judged in an ecclesiastical court,  that  did not
known the  death  sentence.66

His plea was successful and he was turned over to the custody of the church in
the person of William Waynflete, bishop of Winchester, in whose diocese Windsor
lay. There can  have  been little doubt about Harpisfeld’s literacy, which was still
regarded as sufficient proof of clergy at the time.“ He thus escaped with his life but
did not go unpunished, spending at least  a  year in the episcopal prison at Wolvesey
Castle, Winchester, before he was allowed to state his innocence and  have  it
‘proved’ by compurgation, fourteen men swearing to his credibility and general
good repute, in August 1472.“

Though he had been officially rehabilitated Nicholas’ life changed completely.
He had  lost  his clerkship of the signet, and on 4 December  1472  all lands, rents and
other  gifts  he had of the  King were granted to another royal servant.“ Neither the
King’s role in this affair, nor his attitude to benefit of clergy generally is clear.70 No
doubt Edward could  have  punished his own servant more severely if he had wished
to do so, but Harpisfeld not only survived, he returned to the King’s  service.  That
he did  have  to go into exile and pay a large sum of money to Blakeney’s widow
may be due to the simple fact that he was undoubtedly guilty as well as to the
status and connections of the murdered man, who was  a  brother-in-law of the rising
Norfolk lawyer, Roger Townshend, who may already have enjoyed the patronage
of the Queen and members of her family.7l

As it was, Harpisfeld decided, or was forced, to leave England for  a  while;
after  his release from prison he obtained  a  licence to go abroad. The phrasing of the
petition is dramatic:

your  true and feithful subgiet and servant Nicholas Harpisfeld, after the
moost sorowful cas and aven[ture  ...] enstrainged from your  moost
noble service, hath  sued  unto  your highnesse by divers billes, for the
releef and reconfort of  him, his wyf and [child?] of extreme perdicion and
can not obteyne  your  royal faveur ne grace to  graunte unto  him youre
lettres of licence to  departe  for  a  saison out of  this  youre royaume and
to put him selfe in service of suche persoones as be undre youre
obeissance, truce or [friendship] And he shal remayne your  true  and
faithful subgiet and liegeman  unto  the houre of his deth  ...7‘

The licence  that  was granted does not mention Nicholas’ crime by a word. It
merely recalls the petitioner’s past service to the  King and the King’s father and
acknowledges his wish to go abroad ‘to fulfill his vows' and render himself even
better able to serve the  King in the future, by ‘the  experience and study of many
things’.” In View of his earlier and later service in Ireland it is likely that  Nicholas
went there, and made himself useful to Edward IV even during his ‘cxile’.

_  Nicholas' enforced stay at Winchester  1471-2  may have altered his life in
another respect: by the time he asked for leave to go abroad he had a wife and
perhaps  a  child. He had married Agnes, daughter of John Norton, esquire, lord of
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the manors of Nutley and East Tisted in Hampshire." Their second son, Nicholas,
was born on  2  February 1474 at the manor of a brother-in-law," which may mean
that  the  parents had no permanent residence. In June 1.475 Harpisfeld agreed to pay
Blakeney’s widow £100 in fifteen instalments,76 and he had lost his post and the
King’s gifts. His financial circumstances may not have been severely reduced,
however, for he still had control of some of the family lands.77 At the end of March
1477 he was about to return to his old position in Ireland, the chancellorship of the
exchequer, and was also to be joint clerk of the common pleas of the Irish
exchequer." He and his wife again received several grants from the King: £18
yearly from the revenues of  a  manor in Ireland in 1479;79 an unexplained  ‘reward’
of £9 10s. in 1482,” and an annuity of £10 in 1485.”I Any of  these sums may have
been Nicholas’ salary for one of his Irish offices, but it is unlikely he spent much
time in Ireland and did not serve the king in other capacities: in  1482  he travelled
to Calais and is called ‘of Westminster and  London’ .33 When his son  .was admitted
to Winchester College in 1486 the father was said to be  a  tenant of the college at
Allington, Hampshire.”

Nicholas survived into Henry VII’s  reign: in December 1485 he was given the
keeping of the manor of Brettys or Brettes, in West Ham, Essex, but this is the last
surviving reference to him. The keeping of Brettys manor  passed  to Queen Elizabeth
in October 1489  — perhaps Harpisfeld died earlier  that  year.“ His family and his own
name continued for two more generations and became better known through the
career of his grandson, Nicholas Harpsfield, the biographer of Thomas More.

Nicholas  ‘the  Yorkist’, as he has been  called,“ had at least four sons and three
daughters (see family tree). The first son, John, born  circa  1472, was probably
apprenticed to Robert Drope, draper, mayor of London  1474-5, the second husband
of his mother’s sister, Joan, and after Drope’s death in 1486 to Joan herself. He
claimed the family lands in Harpisfeld (see  above) and was  also  given control of
some  of his aunt’s lands during life. He called himself draper and gentleman, of
London, and was active as  a  merchant in the 15105. He was the father of John and
Nicholas, the best known Harpisfelds  (see  below).36

The second  son, Nicholas (born  1474, see above), was admitted to Winchester
College in 1486, to New College, Oxford, 1490, where he was a fellow from  1492,
and became rector of Uphill (1497), which was, again, in the presentation of aunt
Joan, by then widow of Edward Grey,  Viscount  Lisle, her third husband. He later
had other livings. Between 1498 and 1505 he visited Rome and studied at Bologna.
He held many positions, was Official of the Archdeacon of Winchester, and ended
his life as vicar of Wyke, or Weke, 15 March 1550.“7

The third son, George, is mentioned as Robert Drope’s, and later his wife’s
apprentice in  1486/7,“ and entered the livery of the Drapers’ Company in 1501. He
died in 1511 for the  Great  Chronicle  of London  reports  that  in  that  year ‘by
necklygent  settyng’ of the tapers around his grave in St. Michael Cornhill the south
aisle was set alight and greatly damaged."9

The fourth son, Lewis, became a mercer” —  apprenticed to James Genthill in
1507"l — , supplied the great wardrobe of Henry VIII  and had other dealings with
the King in the 1510s and 15205. With his brother John he travelled  a  number of
times to Calais in the retinue of the Deputy Lieutenant.92

Finally: Nicholas’ grandsons, John and Nicholas, both staunch and active
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supporters of the Catholic faith in prosperity and adversity. They are often
confused as both went to Winchester College, and New College, Oxford, and had
comparable careers, but John eventually became a Doctor of Divinity, Nicholas of
Civil and  Canon  Law. 9’ John made translations into Greek, 9‘ became Archdeacon
of London and Dean of Norwich. ’5

Nicholas left England m 1550 and returned at the accession of Mary. He held
several livings for brief periods, worked 1n the Court of Arches, was Archdeacon
of Canterbury and played  a  leading part in the prosecution of protestants, earning
himself a reputation for severity among his opponents. By 1562 ‘the twoo
Harpesfieldes’ were  both  in Fleet prison; they had clearly shown their disapproval
of religious reforms, refused to take the Oath of Supremacy and were eventually
deprived of all their offices. Nicholas died in prison in 1575 — an  autograph  note by
his brother survives — after many years of illness. John survived until 1578.

The literary reputation of the last Nicholas Haxpisfeld is better preserved — and
no doubt more deserved — than his grandfather’s. Unfortunately, however, neither
his  Ecclesiastical History of England, nor his  Life  of More,96 nor his other works
reveal any unique  knowledge  that  might derive from family tradition and the
experiences of the first Nicholas, who  sen/ed the house of York so intimately.

NOTES  AND  REFERENCES
1.  George Ashby' s  Poems,  ed.  M  Bateson EETS  ES 76.  l899,  p. 3;  u  and  v modemised..  -I am  grateful  to

Roger Virgoe,  Jan  Willem  Verkaik, Anne  Sutton,  David  Morgan  and  professor Steven Ellis  for  their
interest  and  help; Paul Brand  and  Rosemary Hayes helped  me to  understand  the  nicelies  of  Harpisfeld's
case  and  made other  valuable  additions  and  corrections.  Any misinterpretation  is my own.  I  am  also
indebted  to the  Drapers’s  Company for  access  to  their  archives,  and to Dr  Roger  Custance.  Archivist,
Winchester  College,  Miss P.].  White,  Assistant Archivist,  and Mr  David  Burn, Records  Assistant,  both  at

the  Hampshire Records  Office, and the  Archivist  at the  Henford  Records Office  for  help.  information  and
photocopies.

2. For  this text  see  Livia  Visser-Fuchs, Edward IV's ‘memoir  on  paper’ to  Charles,  Duke  of  Burgundy:  the
so—called ‘Short Version  of the  Arrivan‘,  Noningham Medieval  Studies,  vol.  36  (I992),  pp.  1 67-227.

3. The  only research  on  Nicholas  as an  individual  -  outside  the  context  of his son and  grandsons  — is by J.
Otway-Ruthven. The  King '3  Secretary and the  Signal  Oflice  in the XV  Century.  Cambridge 1939,  pp.  141-
2,  159,  188.  -  In 1513 the  family name  could  be  spelled  in at  least  ten  different  ways.  but  ‘Harpisfeld' is
Nicholas' own  version (see  “1.);  the  Harpisfeld arms were  Argent, three  harps  sable stringed  or. See  also
the  family tree, below.

4.  Nicholas  and his  father  are  mentioned together  and  both called  esquire  in  CCR, Edward  IV,  vol.l, 1461-

68,  p.454,  1468  Jan.5.
5. FJ.  Baigem,  The  History and  Antiquities  of the  Parish  Church  of Wyke,  near  Winchesler, Winchester

1865.  p.8.  note  a; the  same, Pedigree  of  Harpisfeld,  The  Herald  and  Genealogist.  vol.5  ([870),  pp.127-30;
Réles normands  e!  frangais  et  autres piéces  tirées  des  archives  de  Londres  par  Brécquigny ..., Me'maires  de
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la  société  des  amiquaires  de  Normandie,  3d  series,  vol.23  (1858). p.116,  from  PRO.  Chancery,
Enrolments,  Norman Rolls, C 64/12,  m.47,  grant of 15  Dec.  7  H V  [1419]; the  rent  was 85. 8d. and  a full

night’s  watch  per annum. The name  Thomas does  not  occur elsewhere  in the family in the  late  l5th and
early IGIh centuries.  -  For  such settlement  in  France  see  C.T.Allmand.  The  Lancastrian Land Settlement
in  Normandy, l4l7-SO.  Economic  History Review,  2nd  series,  vol.2l ([968). pp.461-79; the  same,

Lancastrian  Normandy,  Oxford I983,  ch.lll,  The English Settlement;  Robert Massey,  The  Land
.  Settlement  in  Lancnslrian  Normandy,  Property and  Polilics:  Exmys  in  later Medieval  Englixh  History.

6.

7.

8.

9.

l0.

. See below;  Nicholas himself called  his  first  two  sons John  and Nicholas, and so did his  eldest son.
12.

I4.
IS.
l6.

ed.  Tony Pollard,  Gloucester/New  York, 1984,  pp.76-96.
An  English  Chronicle  of the  Reigns  of Richard  II,  Henry IV,  Henry V, and  Henry  VI  ...,  ed.  J.S.Davies.
Camden  Society,  Old  Series  l856.  p.40.

Compare  the  case  of the two young Englishmen in  K.B.McFarlane, A business-pannership in war and
administration, 1421-1445,  Collected Essays,  England  in the  F {fleemh Cenlury,  London  I981,  pp.15l-74.

Circumstantial  evidence for Thomas’ staying on in  France  is to be  found  in the fact that his  son(s)? sewed
York  in  France  and  knew  French, and  that Nicholas  was to  call  one of his  sons  Lewis, not a  common
name in England at the  time.

His  career could have been similar  to  that  of  Nicholas Bradkyrk. discussed  by Allmand,  Lancaslrian

Normandy (see  n5),  pp.90- 1.

BL Add.Ch.l2267; the  document  has  a  very neat signature and if it is John's autograph he  must have been
a professional scribe  or  secretary. Lord Scales  is Thomas,  Lord  Scales, an  intimate  and  councillor  of  York.
The  mission  of the ‘ambassadors’ may have  concerned the extension of York’s lieutenancy; ex  inf.

Michael KJones.

P.A..Iohnson.  Duke  Richard  of York  1411-1460,  Oxford I988, p.46.

H.F  Berry,S!aIme  Rolls  of the  Parliament  of Ireland,  reign  of Henry VI, Dublin  l9IO,  pp.796-7,  38  Henry
VI. The  likelihood  of this being the  same  man is  confirmed  by references  to  ‘his  good service’ to  their
father  ‘in Ireland' by Edward  IV and  Richard  III.  For  York's activities  see  Johnson (see  n.10),  ch.9;
A.Cosgrove,  Parliament  and the Anglo-Irish  Community:  the  Declaration  of  I460.  Historical  Studies  14,
Belfast 1893.

.  Berry.  ibid.  (see preceding note);  Johnson (see  n.10), p.69,  I99;  E.Cunis,  Richard Duke  of  York  as
Viceroy of  Ireland,  14474460,  Journal  of the  Society of Amiquaries  of Ireland,  vol.62  (I932).  pp.l57-86.
Holding several posts  was quite common among Irish  officials.  see Steven  G.Ellis,  Reform  and  Revival:

English  Government  in  Ireland,  Royal  Historical  Society,  Studies  in  History,  vol.47  (I986),  passim.  The
chancellor  of the green  wax,  i.e.  the chancellor of the exchequer, the  exchequer seal  being of green  wax.  is
said to  have been  of no ‘great prominence' throughout the  medieval  period,  H.G. Richardson  and  6.0.
Sayles, The  Administration  of Ireland,  1172-1377,  Dublin  I963.  p.27.  The  chief remembmncer  was
responsible  for the compiling of the annual  memoranda roll (J.F. Lydon,  Survey of the  memoranda rolls  of
the  Irish exchequer,  l294-1509.  Aualecm  Hibernica,  vol.23  (I966),  pp.49-l34, esp.52-4)  and  received  a
salary of IO  marks a year.  Presumably the  first  two  offices refer  to the  main  exchequer, the  clerkship  of
the  rolls  to the  chancery of the liberty of  Trim  only (clerk=keeper=master  of the  rolls).  1 am  very  grateful
to  Paul Brand  for  several  of  these Irish references.
Johnson  (see  n.  IO),  pp.l99,  233;  Johnson conflates  John and  Nicholas.

PRO, Chancery,  Enrolments, Patent Rolls.  C  66/509 m.28.

Early Harpisfelds  of  Hertfordshire  are mentioned in VCH  Herlford,  vol.2,  pp.4l4, MG, 427, 462;  A
Descriptive  Catalogue  of Ancient Deeds  6 vols., HMSO l890-l9lS. vols.  1-4;  R.R.Sharpe.  ed.,

Calendar  of Wills  proved  and  enrolled  in the  Court  of  Husling. London,  1258-1688,  2 vols.,  London
l889-90; the  same,  ed.,  Calendar  of Leuer-Boaks  of [he  City  of london,  ll  vols.,  London  1899-l9l2,
Letter  Books  F-H;  Chronica Monasterii  SAlbani,  ed.  H.T.Riley,  part IV,  Gena Abbalum...,  RS,  3  vols.
1867-9.  vol.l, p.474;  vol.2,  pp.67, 371-2.  Little  of  this  information is  relevant  to the Nicholas  discussed
here.

.  Harpesfeld Hall survived  until  1930.  when it was  demolished  to  make  way for  Hatfield  Aerodrome; ex  inf.

Henfordshire Record Office.

.  William Wyghlman. CPR  1413-6,  p.276,  355; CPR  1416-22.  pp”,  75; BL Ms.  Arundel  34 (Register of
St.  Albans  abbey,  temp.  John  Whethamstede and  Thomas  Ramgyge),  ff.8-IO.
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.  In  1430.  CCR  1429-36,  p. l6  I430  July 24  concerning one  hide  and  fony- -lhree  acres in Harpisfeld. called
“the  Brachez’, that  ‘ought  to revert to the abbot as an escheat';  Chronica  (see  n.  16), part  V,  Jahannis
Amundexham" .Annales, 2 vols.  l870-l,  vol.  2  p. I75  (tanquam esceam  ma);  BL Ms.  Arundel  34 (see
preceding note), f. 9- 9v; BL Ms.  Cotton  Nero D vii (Book of Benefactors of St. Albans  abbey),  f. 32v  (per
viam esceali);  compare CCR  1429- 36, p. 266,  I433 Oct.  26,  concerning the manors of  ‘Harpesfelde’ and
the  ‘KLeyghe  These are  presumably different properties.
BL, Ms.  Cotton  Nero  D  vii f. 35v. -
PRO,  Records of the Justices  Ilineranl,  Assize  Rolls,  Just.  Ilin.  ll340/7;  the documents of  this  case were
delivered  into  the exchequer by Sir John Fonescue at an  unknown date  in the  reign  of Edward IV,  usually
assumed to be I476. see  e.g.  Sir John Fortescue, De  Laudibus Legum Angliae,  S.B.Chrimes,  ed.,

Cambridge 1942.  p.1xvii. n.9.
CPR  1446-52,  p.382.

.  VCH  Herrfard,  vol.2,  p.4l4:  ‘  a messuage and a carucate of  land  were confirmed to Nicholas de
Harpesfelde son of Thomas by the  abbot,  and  a sexlement  was made of this  property in  1463  on  Nicholas
and his heirs, with remainder  to his sister. wife of  Giles  Soulhran  [sic. should be  Southnm], and  then  to
John Ferrers,  a  kinsman.‘ The VCH's reference is to ‘Assize Roll  340,  fol.87' (= PRO, Just.l/340). but  I
have been  unable  to  locate this information.  However.  PRO, Chancery, Enrolments,  Close  Rolls, C

54/329,  m.21d  (CCR  1476-85,  no.l99,  pp.61-2)  appears to corroborate  Nicholns’ holding of the  lands,  as
does BL Ms.HarI.433. £207 (printed in  Brilish  Library Harleian Manuscript  433,  ed.R.E.Horrox and
P.W.Hammond, 4  vols., Gloucester l979-83.  vol.2, p.202.)
For the abbey as landlord see  e.g.  A.E.Levelt,  The Courts and Court Rolls of  SLAlbnns  Abbey,
Transactions  of the  Royal Hixlorical  Society, 4th series,  vol.7  (I924).  pp.52-76.

BL Ms.Harl.433. £207 (see n.23)..
.  PRO, Chancery, Early Chancery Proceedings, C  ”208/50.

VCH  Hartford,  vol.2,  pp.4l4.  4l6.  So far  I  have been  unable  to find any Harpisfelds  later  than the  l6th
century (see  below).

.  CPR  1461-4.  p.356; RP,  vol.5  p.588n‘, CCR  1461-8.  p.312. Some of ‘hese lands and houses had  been  in

Nicholas' keeping by the King's  grant  since  146];  they had  belonged  to  John  Joskyn who  lost  them by
forfeiture. CPR  1461-4,  p.129.

CCR  1467-77, p.454;  there were Harpesfelds in  Coventry early in the century. see CCR  1405-9,  pp.101.
404.

PRO, Privy Seal  Office,  Warrants  for  Privy Seal,  Series I, PSO 1/2”  1086.

Croft:  his first name is  unknown  and his  identity has not  been  established.  Olway-Ruthven  (see  n.3),
p.188.

Richard  Bele  was the man who  managed  to have himself promoted to the privy seal office in  1474.  and
was  discharged  in Richard  III’s reign  because he had used ‘sinister and  ungodly ways' to get his
promotion;  CPR  1467-77,  p.4l5; Homx (see  n23),  vol.2,  p.36;  Otway-Ruthven  (see  n.3),  p.l09,  n.2,  158.
He survived  into  Henry VII's  reign.

William  Herbert  signed  himself ‘W.Herbert' up to July 1466, after that  just ‘Herbert'. His  signature
appears  very infrequently and he may have  been lower in  status  or competence  during Edward  [V’s  first
reign.  He continued in the  signel  office  until 1483;  see  Otway-Ruthven  (see  n.3),  pp.155,  158,  188.
Because of the  gaps  in the series of  surviving material  it is  difficult  Io establish the  frequency of  each
signature.  but Harpisfeld's does  appear  to be the most  frequent,  certainly until  the  appearance  of
Blakeney.  who is  known  to have been  highly qualified.  There seems to be no reason to  assume,  with
Otway-Ruthven  (see  n.3),  pp.  1 57-9.  that  Harpisfeld was an under-clerk.
John Blakeney. of Honingham. Norfolk. married  Jane  or  loan,  sister of the lawyer  Roger  Townshend.
Clerk of the  signal  l443-c. I450 and  l462-l47l,Usher  of the Chamber. 1449-60. MP Norfolk. 1447; East

Grinstend, 1449, 1449-50.  Received many grants  and emoluments  I443  to I453. He may have been  the
‘John  Blakeney and  Isabel  his wife‘ who were to be arrested in  August [46]  (CPR  1461-7,  p.65). In  July
1462  he is referred to as ‘clerk of the  signet' and associate of  Avery Comburgh  in  a  letter to John  Paston,
The  Paston  Letters,  ed.J.Gairdner, repr.Gloucesler 1983. 6 vols. in l, vol.4I p.47.  Olway-Ruthven  (see

n.3), pp.l12,  l36-8,  158.  186;  J.C.Wedgwood  and A.D.Holl.  History of Parliament,  2  vols..  1936-8.  vol.l
Biographies,  pp.81-2.



36. The signal  warrants  to the privy seal that  I went through  (PRO, PSO  l/2l-35), the  most  complete  series  of

37.

38.

39.

4l.

43.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

Signet  documents  for the time  that Nicholas served  in the  office,  suggest  this.  [’80 1/32/1657-60, for

instance, all signed by him, appear to be also in his  hand. Blakeney's  rather cramped, spidery handwriting

also  regularly occurs  in texts he signed,  e.g.  PSO  ”32/1696.  See Otwny-Ruthven (see  n.3), pp.26-7, HO-

3, on the  number  of  clerks, and who did  what; she  insists  on having ‘under—clerks’ or  ‘apprenlice clerks'

but there is no evidence that  there were  any.  It is  very likely that work  and privileges  were allocated

according to seniority in the  office  (see  also  n.32,  above).  and in  this context  it has to be  remembered  that

Blakcney’s  re-employment  in the signct may have  caused disruption from  the  first, leading eventually to

his death in the aftermath of another political  upheaval (see  below).  - The situation during Harpisfeld’s

term  of  office seems otherwise clear  enough,  with  four,  later five.  signing clerks.  None of  them  can he

obviously considered  an ‘under—clerk’ except perhaps Herbert  (see  n.33,  above); all  those  who signed

seem  to  have  taken  responsibility in  more  or  less  the  same way.  If  there were  any nameless minions this

cannot  be  established.  It may entirely have been a  matter  of  convenience  who wrote what; for  lack  of

mechanical  writing any good  scribe  who knew the formulae could, and probably would, officiale  when

necessary.  The fact that handwriting is  individual  and  sometimes identifiable should  not confuse this

issue,  i.e. make  the  modern observer  lay too much weight  on-lhe fact that  a  certain document  was  written
by a  specific scribe.  F.M.G.Higham. A  note on the  pre-Tudor  secretary, in  Essays  in  Medieval  History

presented  to  T.F.T0ut,  ed.A.G.Little  and  F.M.Powicke. Manchester I925, p.364, creates  a  picture  of the

Signet  office that seems unnecessarily chaotic; it is  probably our ignorance  that compels  us to  have such  a

picture.
See The  Household  of Edward  IV. The  Black  Book  and the  Ordinance  of 1478, ed.A.R.Myers, Manchester

1959,  pp.l  l0-l, for  a  partial picture of the  life  of a  clerk  of the signal.

All  clerks seem  to  have  been  near  the King at  each period  for  which  material  survives  in any quantity.  The

long gaps in the  series  of  documents  can be  best explained  by the vicissitudes of survival until  more

evidence  comes  to light.  Blakeney had been to  France  with  Thomas  Beckington, the King's secretary, in

1442-3  (CPR  1441-6,  p.205);  see Ashby’s  ‘memoirs' in the introductory quote, above;  Otway-Rulhven

(see n.3).  pp.  1 32, l35-6.

The  little evidence  is given by H.C.Maxwell-Lyte,  Historical  Notes  on the Use of the  Great  Seal  of

England,  London  1926.  p. 136: in 1597 _it was  considered  that  clerks  of the Signet had good opportunities

to obtain something from  the  Queen.

.  PRO,  Chancery,  Warrants for the  Great Seal. Warrants under  the Signet and other  small  seals, C

81/1378/33; the wan-ant  bears Edward’s  Sign manual  only.

PRO, C 66/509,  m.28 (see n.15,  above); CPR  1461-7,  p.356..
.  Maxwell-Lyra (see n39),  pp.229-33.

John Joskyn  (see  nn.l5, 4l, above); later  Haépisfeld  was  also careful  to obtain  a  quitclaim for the  other

tenemems he had  received  at the  same  time,  those forfeited  by Peter Stucley.  CCR  1461-8,  p.312.

.  Between  I462  and  I465.  PRO,  Exchequer,  Enrolled  Accounts,  Wardrobe and Household,  E  361/6, m.56d;

I owe  this reference  to Anne F.  Sutton.  The  Black Book (see n.37) says: ‘Both [the  secretary] and his

clerkes take  clothyng of the kinges wardrobe‘; Otway-Ruthven  (see  m3),  pp.l34-5.

4 Nov.  1463, CFR  1461-7],  p.l23;  PRO,  Exchequer,  Pipe  Office,  Enrolled Accounts, Eschealors

Accounts,  Essex  and  Hens,  E  357/62 mm.  15-l9v.

20  Nov.  I465,  CPR  l46l-7,  p.479.  Compare  also  PRO. Chancery. Enrolments. Treaty Rolls, C  76/152.

m.12, 28  Jan.  I469:  a safeconducl was  issued  for a  year  for a  Breton  ship,  the  Nicholas  of St Pol de Leon,

its  captain  and four merchants on petition of Nicholas  Harpisfeld, one of the  clerks  of the  signal,  an

example of  another  way in which a  clerk  of the Signet  could profit from  his  position.  I am grateful to

David  Morgan for this reference.

There is no indication that he was married before the granting of the  licence  to go  abroad (see  below),

which  is undated but probably belongs to  late  1472.  His  first  son was  born  c.  I472.

PSO 1/28/1480, 22  Feb.  1465, and P50 1/32/1653,  1  Sept.  l4..[?].  Other  documents in  French  or

containing some French  are  C  SH  1380/  l  l, treaty with Burgundy, mainly in Latin,  signed  by Bele.  and C

81/138l/17 and IS, both bearing the sign  manual  only.

This alliance  gave  rise  to a whole  series  of  documents because  it was often  renewed,  and  a  confusing

number  of  copies  of  various  instruments  survive,  signed by royal  and ducal  officials. Some  survive,  e.g.  at
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Lille, Archives dépanementales du Noni,  Série  B.  330.  16128 (this  reference number covers  a  series  of

documents, all  copies.  concerning this  treaty of  friendship and the  marriage  contract of Margaret of York);

some  are  printed  in  P.Bonenfnm,  Actes  concemant  les rappons entre les  Pays-Bus  et la  Gmnde  Bretagne

de 1293  a  1468,Bulletin  de la  Connnissian  Royale d'I-lislorie.  vol.  109 (1944),  pp.105-7,  102-]; and

T.Rymer.  Foedera,  conventiones,.  .  .  ,The  Hague  1739-45, vol.5, pt.2, I45 (XI, 580-1).  Charles‘ renewal

as  duke. dated  l5 July I467,  is  PRO,  Exchequer,  Treasury of Receipt, Diplomatic Documents,  E 30/527.

A  Signet warrant  dated  17 July 1467  (signed by sign manual and  ‘Herben') for the privy seal  to have  a

patent letter  made  containing Edward's  renewal, is in BL  Ms.Cotton  Galba  B  i, £212, but no

accompanying patent  letter survives.  which may be  explained  by the  existence  of another Signet warrant to

the  same purpose. dated  14  Aug.  I467  and signed by sign manual  only, now Cotton  Galba B  i. £225.  0f

the resultant  patent letter  only Harpisfeld's  copy appears to  survive,  BL Ms.  Add.38,5l0,  £90.

Thomas  Ive,  clerk  of the  crown  in  Chancery,  see  A.F.Pollard, The  Clerk  of the  crown.  English  Hixlarical

Review,  vol.57 (1942),  pp.312, 316-7.  All the continental  scribes  of the  copies  mentioned in the preceding

note faithfully copied  the  name  of Ive.

This copy (see note 49) was  a  Phillips  ms., 9967 (214) pt.l. before  it  became  BL Ms.  Add.38.510, £90,

and  bears  on the  verso  an  explanatory description  in  French  in an 18m century hand identical to  those  on

many of the related  documents  now a!  Lille  (see note  49), suggesting that  this  ms., [00. reached  the

continent, where it was found by Sir  Thomas Phillipps  (?  Phillips sale  catalogue, 24 April l9l 1, lot  339).

Was  Harpisfeld  a  member  of the  party of the  secretary William  Hatcliffe  on one of the latter’s many

missions  to the Burgundian  court?  Did he take the  document  to  Hatcliffe  and  other ambassadors  as the

special ins‘rucfions  a! xhe  foo‘  of the privy seal  warrant (BL Ms.Cotton Galba  B  i, £255) required?.

PRO.  Chancery Warrants  for the  Great  Seal,  Warrants under  the Signet and  other small seals, C

81/ 1381/33; see  also  C.L.Scofield,  The  Life  and  Reign  of King Edward  the  Fourth.  2  vols., London 1923,

vol.l, p.534..

PRO. Prerogative  Court  of Canterbury Wills,  3 Wattys, PROB  ll/6, f.22b, dated 20  Sept. 1470, proved 6

Nov.  147].

So far  1  have been  unable to find his  will..

.  See my Richard in  Holland,  l470-l,  The  Ricardian,  vol.6  (1983), pp.220-8.

See  e.g.  Rosemary Horrox. Preparations  for Edward IV’s  relum  from  exile, The  Ricardian,  vol.6  (1982),

pp.124-7; the  Divisie  Chronicle.  Div.30,  £330  v;  Charles  Ross, Edward  IV, London 1974. p.l60, “1.10  b

(BL  Ms.Add.2l404. £5);  Scofield  (see  n.52), vol.1,  pp.566-7.

Lord  of Middelburg was Peter Bladelin, Charles the  Bold's  councillor, who no doubt was  instrumental  in

getting aid for the exiled  king.  The  text  of the  letter ends:

Nous avons  ces  presenles  signees de  noslre  main et les  fait sceller  de  nostre  grant  scel,

donne n Bruges au  mois  dc  fevrier,  lan de grace mil quatre  cens  soixante dix de  nostre

regne le  dixiesme.  Ainy signe

Edoward  R. N.  Harpiffele [sic].

Printed in S.  Bon'nans.  Carlulaire  de la  Commune  de  Dinam, vol.2, 1450-1482, Namur  l882, pp.300-4,

and  J.J.de Smet, Notice sur Middelbourg en Flandte, Massager  des  sciences  et des ans de la  Belgique,

vol.4 (1836), pp.339-42; see  also  Hansisches  Urkunden Buch, ed.W.Stein, vol.10. Leipzig 1907, p.6; a

vidimus  of the document by the aldennen of Ghent is now in the Ghent  archives, Fonds  Middelburg in

Flanders. Does  the  text  indicate that  Edward  had managed to take his great  seal  with  him. and was

Harpisfeld perhaps temporarily in charge of it?

See note 2.  above.  There  can.  of  course,  be no  absolute  certainty that Harpisfeld wrote  every word of the

account  himself, but  there  is also no  reason  - and no  evidence  — to  assume that  someone  else did.

The  Coronation  of Richard  III.  The  Extam  Dacumenlx, ed.  Anne F.Sutton  and  P.W.Hammond,

Gloucester/New York  1983,  p.327.

The  report does  not  survive  but is  quoted  in the text that gives all the information on the murder, the

Commissio  ad  liberandum  conviclum  clericum  in  Hampshire Record  Office, the Register of William

Wainflete  I  l,  All/l4,  f.153r-v: Harpisfeld’s  indictment, his  trial, his being turned over  to the  ordinary and

his compurgatiom

Any cause  may have been  exacerbated by the practical  problems created  by Henry VI’s  readeption  and

Edward’s  exile,  see  also nn.34.  36,  above.
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Coroner since  5  July I471.  CPR  1467-77,  p.263.  The verge  extended  for  twelve miles around  the King's

residence;  it had its own court, called the ‘court of the verge’, the ‘coun of the  steward  and mnrshall' or

the  ‘Marshalsea  court'; its  coroner  was called ‘of the  verge', ‘of the  household’. etc.  The  records  of  this

coun  for the  relevant period  do not  survive.  See  W.R.Jones, The Court of the Verge: the  Jurisdiction  of

the Steward and Marshal of the  Household  in  Later Medieval  England,  Journal  of British Studies.  vol.8

(I969),  pp.l-29,  and  refs.  given there;  R.F.  Hunnisctt, The  Medieval Coroner,  Cambridge I961, pp.7-8,

I48 and  paxsim.

In  Edward  [V‘s time the  court  of the  verge  did not try to  cases  of  murder  and the  coroner  of the  verge

probably did not hold the preliminary inquest  alone,  Jones (see  n.62), pp. 1 3-5.

.  The  coroner‘s report  (see  n.60) revealed  that Harpisfeld was right-handed and that the dagger he  used  was

worth 20  pence..

In  Edward  IV’s time the accused claimed his clergy only after he had been convicted,  Firth (see next

note).  pp. 176,  185..

Theoretically this meant  that  the killing of Blakeney was  indeed murder.  killing in  self defence  or by

accident  not being clergiable. Bellamy (see below), p.116.  For  benefit  of clergy see  C.B.Finh, Benefit  of

Clergy in the Time of Edward IV.  English Historical  Review,  vol.32  (1917), pp.l75-9l;  L.C.Gabel,

Benefit  of Clergy in  England  in the  Later Middle  Ages.  Northampton, Mass., 1928-9; J.H.Baker, An

Introduction  to  English Legal  History,  London I979,  pp.422-3,  428-9; J.G.Bellamy,  Criminal  Law and

Society in  Late Medieval  and  Tudor  England,  Gloucester/New  York  I984. ch.6;  R.N.Swanson,  Church

and  Society in  Late  Medieval  England,  Oxford 1993,  pp.149-53, 184.

Rosemary Hayes  suggestéd that he in  fact  may have been  in minor  orders  already, or planning to be; the

murder would have prevented  him  from  becoming a priest  and may have  helped him to  decide  to  marry..

The  commission  for goal  delivery and  Harpisfeld's  compurgation is  dated  19 August 1472  (see  n.60,

above);  the date and thus the length of his  imprisonment  may not have  been accidental.  It has to be

remembered  that though in  some cases  it may have been easy to  escape  from an  episcopal  goal, men who

had  proved their  clergy often spent long periods  in  prison,  sometimes  indefinitely, having been sent there

absque purgatiane  (without  the right to  prove themselves  innocent by compurgalion).

Roger Ree,  knt.,  CPR  1467-77,  p.363.

Firth (see  n.66), pp.l79-81, states that  Edward  had granted the  church many privileges at his  accession.
including full  benefit  of clergy, but apparently was not  always prepared  to keep his promise.

See  n.35,  above. Jane.  or loan,  Townshend  may have been Blakeney's second  wife,  married  when the

Townshends were  on the way up and  Blakeney had  lost much  of his  former  influence and  position  held

under Lancastrian rule.  In  such a  situation  their  marriage  would have been  less  of  a  ‘stanling match' than
has been  assumed.  For this, the  Townshends  and their  relation  lo the  Blakeneys genemIly,  see Charles

Moreton, The  Townshends  and  their  World:  Gentry,  Law and  [and  in  Norfolk,  c.  1450-1551,  Oxford

1992.  pp.9-l4.  In 1475  (CCR  [468-76,  p.415,  see n.76,  below),  and in her will  (Norwich Record Office.

Nonvich  Consistory Conn  Wills,  315-317 Popy) Joan  Blakeney is called ‘Dame’,  either because  of her

husband's  status, or her  own..

There  is no  date;  the  text  is damaged on the right  hand side.  PRO,  Exchequer. Treasury of  Receipt,

Council  and  Privy Seal  Records,  E  28/90/58.  The  prosaic tone  of the  licence  in Latin  that  follows  belies

the dramatic  formulas  of the  petition.  Harpisfeld’s exile is clearly not proof of  Edward’s harshness.  as

Michael  Hicks  has implied without considering the context (or quoting the  licence),  Richard  III and His

Rivals.  London  l99l,  p.74,  fonnerly Parliamentary History,  vol.3  (1984),  p.26..

PRO.  E  28/90/58 (see  preceding note)..

Her  mother  was  Joan,  daughter and heir of Richard  Holle. These  Nonons  appear to be :1 Hampshire

family.  see  e.g.  VCH  Hampxhire,  vol.4, p.l6;  Pedigrees from  the  Visitation  of Hampshire

1530,?ublications of the  Harleian  Society,  vol.64,  ed. W.H.Rylands,  London  1913. pp.l3-5; and Baigent's

publications  (see  n.5).

The manor of Wilhford or  Wyford. later called  Tadley,  Hampshire.  see VCH  Hampshire,  Vol.4,  pp.219-

20.
To be paid by him and his  heirs,  agreed ‘by mediation of  their  friends’ (who are unfortunately unnamed);

CCR  1468-76,  no.1488,  p.415; PRO, Chancery,  Enrolmenls, Close Rolls,  C 54/327.  m.23d.  At the  time

Edward  IV was  about  to  leave  for France; if  Harpisfeld played  any part in the invasion he may have  been
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putting his  affairs in  order before he  left.
CCR  1476-85,  pp.6]-2; BL  Ms.Harl.433,  £207 (for  both see  n.23).
Ellis (see  n.l3),  p.223.  See  a letter  of quitclaim  dated  24 March 17 EIV  [1477] and  enrolled  on the Irish
Memoranda  Roll  l8 EIV,  m.16d..  in which William  Molyneux,  gem,  relinquished  all his rights to the
offices  of Chancellor of the  Green  Wax in the  Exchequer  of  Dublin  and of  clerk  of the  common pleas  to
Nicholas Harpisfeld. esquire.  The  Roll does  not survive;  a  19th-century transcript is-kept in St Peter’s
College. Wexford  (Hore  Ms. 1,  pp.l  I35-6).  I am grateful to  Professor Ellis  for this  reference  and a copy
of the transcript. Compare  PRO,  C 76/163, m.8  (see n.46):  protection for  Nicholas Harpisfeld.  nuper  de
hospicia Regis, armiger, nuper  de  Wexlminster.  going to Ireland in the following of  Henry,  Lord  Grey,
Deputy Lieutenant,  pro  diversis  negaciis.  I am grateful to  David  Morgan for  this reference.
The manor of  Ratoathe  (Rathtouch,  Rathoulh(e).  Rathue, Rathug, co.  Meath) CPR  [476-85,  p.512.
Payment was not without  problems  but the King gave  a  warrant for Nicholas’ compensation by the  Earl  of
Kildare,  Deputy Lieutenant,  1482  Jan.22.  PRO,  Exchequer  of the Receipt,  Warrants  for  Issues, E
404/77/2/50.

lbid.,  E  404/”77/3/33. 1482 July 12.

PRO,  C 76/166. m.8  (see  n.46), 18  December 1482, protection  for  Nicholas  Harpisfeld, esquire, of
Westminster  and  London.  travelling in the following of William  Rosse. Victualler  of  Calais.  I am grateful
to David Morgan for  this reference.
A.B.Emden, A Biographical Regixler  of the  University of Oxford  to AD  1500,  Oxford  1957-9,  p.879;
Winchester  College  Archives. Scholars  Register 0.  £43.  Allington may however have been  another
possession  of his brother-in-lnw William More or his family, VCH  Hampshire,  vol.3.  p.485,  and  merely
used  (0 help young Nicholas into the college, which gave preference to,  imer alias,  lennms’ sons.
He is not mentioned in the wills of Robert  Drape, PRO.  PCC  Wills.  4 Milles,  ProbJ  1/8, ff.3lv-33,
I485/6H. proved Oct.8, I487,  and  Joan  Norton/Fregumn/DropeNiscountess Lisle.  PRO,  PCC Wills, 10
Moone,  ProbJ 1/2,  ff.71v-74v,  1500,  proved  Nov.2l,  1500; the  latter‘s  long, detailed  will  is primed in
Kent  Archaeological Society Records.  vol.3.  Sede  vacame  wills, ed.  C.E.Woodruff,  Canterbury 1914,
pp.l27-45,  and contains much  information  about the  Harpisfelds  and  their  relatives by marriage and is an
important source for the family tree.
Nicholas  Harpsfield,  The  Life  and  Death  of St.Thomus  More.  ed.E.V.Hitchcock,  EETS  OS 186,  I932 (for
I931.  repr.  I963), p.c  l  xxvj.

Percival  Boyd,  Index  to the Drapers’ Archives, but the  dates  given there cannot always be correct; Joan
Norton’ will  (see  n.84),  she  left  him  money and  some  silver; and see  n.92,  below. '
Baigent,  Wyke  (see  n.5),  pp.7-l6;  Emden  (see n.83), vol.2,  p.879; T.F.Kirby, Winchester Scholars...,

London  l888,  p.89;  G.F.Lylle,  The  Social  Origins of  Oxford Students in the Late Middle  Ages:  New
College,  c.1380—c.  l510, in The  Universities  in the  Late  Middle  Ages.  Medievalia Lovaniensia, Series

l/Sludia  Vl.  Louvain  1978.  pp.438-9.  His will and inventory are Hampshire  Record  Office, U  l550  and
WR 5.  p.235.
Drope’s will and his  wife's  (see  n.84) and  Boyd's  index  (see  n.86). George was also a  Merchant
Adventurer, see Acts of Court  of the  Mercers' Company 1453-1527,  ed.  L.Lyell  and  F.D.Watney,
Cambridge 1936, pp.333, 352.

The  Great Chronicle  of London,  ed.  A.H.Thomas  and  L.D.Thomley,  London  1938,  p.380; Drope  and his
wife  were  also buried in St. Michael Comhill and left  many bequests to the  church and the  parish.
Acts of Court  (see  n.88),  pp.5l2,  518  (1520).

Mercers‘ Hall,  can!  index of  members. Genlhill  was  presumably a  relative  as  Lewis' sister Elizabeth  had
manied 21 Gilbert Gentill; one of  Lewis’ apprentices was  Lawrence  Norton, perhaps a relative  of his
mother.

Lelters  and  Papers  of Henry VIII,  ed.J.S.Brewer  et  al..  Is!  edn.,  2]  vols.,  1862-1910, 2nd  edn.,  23  vols.,
1862-1932; Isl  edn.,  vol.l,  pt.2,  no.2044,  p.313;  vol.l.  Add.pl.l,  no.676,  p.228;  2nd  edn.,  vol.l,  pt.l.
no.7l9.  p.392;  no.1803,  p.392;  no.2055  (48,  81-2),  p.l520.
See mainly A.B.Emden,  A  Biographical Regixler  of the  University of Oaford,  1501-1540,  Oxford  l974,
pp.267-9, and the introduction to  Nicholas  Harpisfeld’s  Life  of More  (see  n.85). Also  DNB.  vol.24.
See BL  Mss.Royal 8 B  xx and 16  C  viii.



95. On  John  see  also  R.  Newcourt,  Repertorimn...,  2  vols., London,  1708-10, vol.l, pp.63,  158,  I75.  415;
vol.2. p.356;  Th.  Tanner,  Biblialheca  Britannica-Hibernia,  ed. D.  Wilkins.  1748,  p.380;  on  Nicholas,

Newcoun,  vol.l,  p.153. 444;  Tanner,  pp.380-l.

96.  Both  the  Hislon'a  Anglicana  Ecclesiastica  (1622!) and the  Life  of More  (1932!) are  solid, traditional  and
derivative.
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The  Hours  of  Richard  [1]
Anne F. Sutton and Livia Visser-Fuchs

The book of hours which Richard III chose to use as King. It is unusual for the
quantity of prayers it  contains,  and unique because Richard made his own
additions to it; including a  long, moving prayer for comfort and a private
crusading litany.

The illumination and  text  are described, with  a  detailed analysis of both
Richard’s prayer and litany.  Richard’s piety is discussed in relation to his book
of hours, his career and reputation.

133 pages. Illustrated 4 colour. 27 black and white

Special  price  to  Members  of the Richard III Society. £17 including p. &p. from
Miss A.  Smith,  14 Lincoln  Rd.,  Guildford, Surrey GU2 6T]. Cheques to be
payable to Richard 111 Society.

£30 including p. &p. to  Non- Members,  from Alan Sutton Publishing Ltd.,
Phoenix Mill, Far Thrupp, Stroud,  Glos. GL5 2BU. Cheques to be payable to
Alan  Sutton  Publishing Limited.
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